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Assessment Night: “Fences 
and Gates” 
A really good turnout for this one. I guess the set subject was a 
popular and a relatively easy one. As we saw on the night, there 
is an amazing diversity of fences and gates and, as often as not, 
they could be readily found in your local area.

We had a new judge for the evening. Murray Foote from 
Canberra came, with his wife, to be our judge. With his flowing 
white locks and beard, wonderfully impressive embroidered 
jacket and shimmering blue embroidered skull cap, he looked 
something like Merlin the Magician or perhaps a learned 
scholar from Uzbekistan. 

Murray has extensive photographic experience and has 
travelled widely (including to Uzbekistan). In 1987 he was 
commissioned by the Australian Dept of Transport to travel 
round Australia photographing lighthouses as a bicentenary 
project. Those images were compiled into a book “Dawn to 
Dusk”. 

Murray has a very impressive blog of travel, music festival and 
other images on his website at https://murrayfoote.com/about/. 
I urge you to take a look.

He treated us to an entertaining evening, not only in the 
judging department, but also with a very impressive slideshow 
(featuring some of his lighthouse images) and a couple of print 
portfolios which we were able to view during the refreshment 
break.

https://murrayfoote.com/about/
mailto:dan.crowley@bigpond.com
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I thought Murray’s comments regarding our images were fair and constructive and always respectful. 
I think some judges could take a lead from Murray in that respect. His comments were sprinkled 
with a few tips on improving image quality at both the camera level and in post processing.

For example, he stressed the importance of highlight control: Once lost highlights are impossible to 
recover. A few images containing clouds sadly demonstrated the concept well. Remedy: either bracket 
your exposures or dial in 1 stop of underexposure (give or take). If you have an electronic viewfinder 
you may be able to reduce the exposure while looking into the viewfinder and making sure your 
“blinkies” have disappeared.

Many of his comments were directed to focus, or rather out-of-focus parts of an image that should 
have been in focus. If a subject in your image is important then it must be in focus as much as 
possible. A good tip is to remember to have an adequate depth of field and it may be with 
remembering that a lenses “sweet spot” sharpness wise is often about 2 full stops below its widest 
open aperture.

Photograph of the month was awards to Matt Kaarma for a delightful portrait of his granddaughter 
Amelie, striking a wistful pose. Beautiful light, soft focus and very well executed. Incidentally, you 
might think the orange coloured border on the left is a left-over detail from digitising an old analog 
film negative, but it was added by Matt in post processing. You may also recall judge Murray pointing 
it out whilst stating that its presence did not distract hime from the main subject of the image: the 

Photo of the Month
Amelie by Matt Kaarma
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girl’s portrait. Same goes for the coloured diagonal stripes behind Amelie’s head. Where the 
subject is strong enough to keep your attention your eyes and brain can indeed ignore the 
background.

Note I did suggest a soft focus above and you might think that at odds with Murray’s repeatedly 
emphasis on the importance of sharp focus in the main subject. By and large that is true but with 
exceptions (as there are to every “rule”). Portraits, especially of women and girls should not be too 
sharply focussed. Remember those really soft magazine style fashion shots. Great way to cover up skin 
blemishes short of a radical skin peel at the beauty therapist!

People’s Choice was awarded for the second consecutive month to Dave McQuart for his fence.

In Dave’s words: I often walk past this fence located a couple of kms from our property in Beaumont. 
A few days earlier I had taken some phone shots of this fence in the morning mist attempting to 
highlight the lichen growing on the fence in the subdued light. But these images didn’t make the grade, 
so I returned with my SLR late one afternoon taking different shots looking for an interesting 
perspective. This was the image I chose for the Assessment. Taken on my Pentax K1 with 15-30mm f2.8 
wide angle zoom lens at 21mm. 1/50sec, f16 and ISO100.

People’s Choice for March

Firefighter by Dave MacQuart
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April 28th Workshop: Lightroom and 
Photoshop Processing. 
This workshop will be pitched at a level that may not appeal to more experienced members but as 
we have some newer and inexperienced members or some just getting into Lightroom and/or 
Photoshop we think it will be worthwhile. Sometimes even experienced users can benefit from 
seeing how someone else goes about their workflow. You are encouraged to bring in your laptop with 
Lightroom and/or photoshop and any problematic images you might have. Let’s see if we can’t 
process an image of yours that you may have found difficult.

May 14th Assessment: An egg. (Note this is a 
digital only assessment and you images will 
need to be uploaded in advance) 
 An ordinary, everyday thing as an egg can be presented in an imaginative or surprising way, leaving 
you thinking “how clever”, “how unusual”. Your assignment is to present an engaging image of a 
single egg. Hint: there are lots of clever egg photographs on the internet if you need some 
inspiration. Dan will notify you by email regarding the deadline for uploading your images.

May 28th: A Social Dinner will replace the 
regular workshop. Date and venue TBA 

Here’s a little something to whet your appetite for the Lightroom 
and Photoshops workshop on 28th April. 

https://creativecloud.adobe.com/discover/article/learn-how-to-capture-architecture-from-every-
angle-with-lightroom-and-photoshop?trackingid=ZKD5FD4R&mv=email

From the Affinity Photo Team: how about some tips for indoor 
photography. 

https://affinityspotlight.com/article/8-tips-for-better-indoor-photography/?
utm_source=SpotlightEmail&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Newsletter

Cheers, until next time…

https://creativecloud.adobe.com/discover/article/learn-how-to-capture-architecture-from-every-angle-with-lightroom-and-photoshop?trackingid=ZKD5FD4R&mv=email
https://creativecloud.adobe.com/discover/article/learn-how-to-capture-architecture-from-every-angle-with-lightroom-and-photoshop?trackingid=ZKD5FD4R&mv=email
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